Case Specificity Is Essential for Valid Performance Assessment of Physicians.

Assessment of clinical performance is intended to make generalizations about a physician's competence. Performance assessments involve three interacting components: the candidate, the cases, and the raters. Confidence in generalizations depends on reliability of the measurements and whether the cases represent the competence domains of interest. Since clinical tasks and decisions are not general traits, but integral to specific patient cases, how many and what cases are sufficient to overcome case specificity. This paper offers a solution by adapting work by A. LaDuca to define an assessment blueprint and select representative cases that sample accurately the competence domain core and defined border (construct validity). Other concerns are measurement precision and score reproducibility (reliability) that are influenced by the quantity of cases and the way measurements are taken. Improved reliability requires controlling for variability across cases, raters, and exam administration using structural (e.g., balanced case selection, rater training) and statistical controls. (Contains 21 references.) (Author/SLD)
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Many psychometricians recommend applying the same psychometric analysis to performance assessments based upon traditional test theory (1) they employ for measuring declarative knowledge on standardized exams (2,3,4, 5). Adopting this recommendation-estimated exam reliabilities frequently are below 0.65 in a typical one-day performance exam with 10-12 authentic cases. (6,7,8). After adjusting reliability estimates for administrative, rater, and format error the remaining measurement error is attributed to “case specificity.” (9 p 86) Case specificity is defined as the error variance from specific and unique characteristics of each authentic case or real-world situation in the exam. (10) The recommended solution is to add more cases (6,7,9 p.147). Lower exam reliabilities may be tolerable when ranking candidates to provide constructive feedback, but not when exam scores reward professionals with certificates or licenses. Adding more cases to improve exam reliability with equivalent cases or to broaden the case sample can double or triple exam time, an impractical and very expensive solution.

What to do? Maybe the problem is not that “case specificity” increases measurement error, but that traditional test theory has lead us astray. The real issue in my view is validity. How does the content-related evidence for items represent the content of a defined practice domain? And, what is the underlying construct for the test scores that purport to measure practical performance on authentic cases? (11,12). Following the
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reasoning about construct validity articulated by Messick (12) and adopted in the recent Testing Standards (13) reliability is just one bit of evidence for the validity argument when interpreting performance assessment scores. This paper challenges the accepted psychometric dogma about case specificity as measurement error and argues that case specificity is essential for valid high stakes performance assessments. The paper analyzes assumptions about validity underlying this measurement conundrum with examples drawn from certification and licensure of physicians.

False assumption 1: there is an infinite universe of performance task items that can be sampled independent of cases (content validity)

Traditional test theory assumes a near infinite universe of test items.(1,3) This assumption works well for testing declarative knowledge using MCQs because with a large item universe reliability estimates can treat random item sampling as equivalent to representative sampling. Also, knowledge tests assume knowledge chunks are equivalent across test items and scores item performance as 1 or 0. Unweighted item scores are combined to derive a test score later corrected for reliability using for example generalizability statistics. (10) Statistical checks for differential item functioning (DIF) provide a means to identify item bias’ that violate the sampling assumptions.(14)

In performance assessment the task item universe is finite and limited by what cases are selected and what content domains the cases represent. Consider for example performance tasks for a case involving the first doctor visit for a patient when diabetes is suspected but not yet diagnosed. In case two the patient has diabetes and the doctor visit
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is for follow-up treatment to change the prescribed insulin regimen. Case one can
measure performance in making the diagnosis of diabetes, and case two can measure
adjusting treatment. Ignoring these case differences when randomly sampling diabetic
cases would not provide a content valid test score. Also, specific tasks in the first case are
not the same as in the second, and task scores combined across cases produces a
meaningless test score.

If one domain to be tested is diagnostic acumen then the first case might be selected from
a small pool of cases that specifically require diagnosing only diabetic cases (a small item
universe), or a larger item pool containing cases that concern only diagnostic challenges
across many diseases. Case selection would not be random from either item pool, but
cases carefully chosen to obtain a representative sample of case performance situations
that comprise the domain of practice. Clearly, the case sampling becomes stratified into
content domains and further subdivided into a matrix sampling problem when
considering different medical specialties. The practice domain for internists who should
have expertise in diabetic diagnosis and complex management is quite different from the
surgeon who relies upon internists for advice in diabetic care during surgery. LaDuca
calls this the “practice model.”(15) When using the practice model the test blueprint for
performance assessments must specify the expected depth and scope of professional
practice for a professional discipline using exemplar authentic cases and tasks for each
case. Cases excluded from the practice model are irrelevant for purposes of assessing
performance. Selecting a random sample of cases drawn from insurance records, or
hospital records would be influenced by the type of insurance coverage and case mix bias
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in hospital admissions and hospital community demographics. The case sample might provide a useful database for building the practice model, but it is not a generalizable case universe.

Further compounding representative case sampling is the need to specify the stage in the evolving case situation (i.e., initial diagnosis, treatment planning; 16,17) and the precise tasks that must be performed to demonstrate case mastery. Authentic cases “require one to recognize a problem space; to plan strategies, to take initial steps, and gather additional information; and, observing preliminary results, to determine which direction to proceed.” (18) For some cases all the aforementioned tasks need to be assessed, but typically a case is deconstructed into smaller components or performance tasks that are essential to successful case management. Page and Bordage refer to these essential judgments as “key features” of the case (19). Each case-based task generates a case specific performance score that can be combined into a case score similar to combining checklist ratings to score a standardized patient case (20). Case scores are the unit of measure when generating an exam score. The content validity of the exam score depends upon representative sampling of cases from the practice profile, not random case sampling or task sampling across distinctly different cases. It is no surprise that exam reliability estimates are low when the exam content validity is questionable.

False assumption 2: Performance scores measure an ability construct (construct validity)
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The score on a measured case-based task cannot be divorced from the underlying case situation. The validity of the task score depends directly on relevance of the measured task to the case content. If the exam purpose is to measure competent performance (i.e., certification or licensure) than content validity also depends upon whether the identified and measured case specific tasks distinguish a competent from a less competent performer on the case. Conversely, by deconstructing a practical case into essential tasks and measuring those tasks, the score on the measured tasks for a case infers performance on the case not a hypothetical ability that generalizes across case situations. Even for basic skills the case situation regulates interpretation of task performance.

For example, surgeons consider suturing skin (stitch together a cut in the skin) a very basic skill that must be mastered and is performed with nearly every surgical procedure. Measurements of suturing performance might be done by observing suturing on real people, on a mannequin or plastic model of skin tissue, or with a virtual reality environment. To demonstrate this task there must be a specific person, mannequin or model with skin to suture, otherwise what is the performance? The exam authors decide about the problem space by determining the purpose of suturing (e.g., wound repair, trauma repair, retain opening for drainage tube), patient characteristics, skin texture (e.g., fat, damage), wound condition, and available suturing tools (e.g., different threads and needles, staples, plastic material). Change any of these variables and the performance tasks change. There is no underlying construct called suturing. The suturing tasks are unique to the individual case and differ as the case varies. Measurements of suturing
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skills, like history taking or physical examination skills, do not generalize across cases. Not even problem solving ability can be generalized across cases (21).

**Conclusion**

Evidence of construct validity for performance measurement scores begins with content validity building upon a practice profile. The logical sequence for case specificity in valid performance measurement is:

1. Practice profile begets test blueprint,
2. Which defines case selection and case specific tasks,
3. Which controls what tasks must be measured for each case,
4. Which generates task scores per case that must be converted into case scores,
5. Which are combined to produce the case-based exam score that is valid for the test blueprint based upon the practice profile.

In summary, case specificity is essential for content and construct validity in performance assessment. Reliability estimates that attribute measurement error to case specificity or combine task scores independent of cases should be questioned for their veracity.
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